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Fully gapped single-particle excitations in lightly doped cuprates
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The low-energy excitations of the lightly doped cuprates were studied by angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy. A finite gap was measured over the entire Brillouin zone, including along thedx22y2 nodal line.
This effect was observed to be generic to the normal states of numerous cuprates, including hole-doped
La22xSrxCuO4 and Ca22xNaxCuO2Cl2 and electron-doped Nd22xCexCuO4. In all compounds, the gap appears
to close with increasing carrier doping. We consider various scenarios to explain our results, including the
possible effects of chemical disorder, electronic inhomogeneity, and a competing phase.
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The parent compounds of the cuprates are half-filled
tiferromagnetic insulators whose Coulomb repulsion open
large charge-transfer gap (;2 eV). While accurately de-
scribing the single-particle excitations of the undoped in
lator remains a theoretical challenge, this problem beco
far more daunting upon the addition of even a small num
of holes or electrons. The exotic properties exhibited
these underdoped cuprates have led to numerous inqu
and debates over the physics of the insulator-supercondu
transition, the presence of competing phases, precurso
perconductivity, and electronic phase separation. W
popular theoretical models~i.e., t-J or Hubbard models! pre-
dict the formation of metallic states even at infinitesima
small doping concentrations,1 antiferromagnetic Ne´el order
has been experimentally found to persist up to finite dop
levels. Moreover, the doping range in which low-temperat
insulating behavior is observed has been universally foun
the cuprates to extend well past the disappearance of´el
order.2 This naturally raises the question of the respect
roles played by order~i.e., Néel order or alternative compet
ing orders! and disorder~chemical or electronic inhomoge
neity! on the low-lying electronic states derived from dopi
the parent insulator.

To date, angle-resolved photoemission spectrosc
~ARPES! has been the premier tool for the direct study of t
electronic structure of the near-optimally doped cuprate3

However, its contributions to our understanding of the ligh
doped regime have been extremely limited. The main rea
for this disparity is that the bismuth-based cuprates, the
chetypal materials for ARPES, are naturally grown within
limited range around optimal doping, and thus it becom
necessary to study other families in order to access lig
dopings. Because of the extreme dearth of ARPES data in
lightly doped regime, a serious gap exists in our experim
tal understanding of the doping evolution of the electro
structure. Unfortunately, this deficiency in knowledge occ
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where the physics of the cuprates is generally acknowled
to be most complex, further complicating attempts at und
standing the physics of high-temperature superconductiv
It has been very recently shown that upon the addition
even a small concentration of carriers to the parent insula
finite spectral weight develops near the chemical potentia4,5

as expected for a compressible thermodynamic syst
While consistent with the high-temperature metallic behav
seen at low concentrations,2,6 this near-EF weight has serious
conflicts with the low-temperature insulating behavior o
served by charge and thermal transport.2,6–8 It is therefore
important to ask whether this near-EF weight is additionally
gapped at low energies. An energy gap along thed-wave
node has not yet been observed, as previous work in
pseudogap regime was restricted to higher dopings where
nodal states were found to be ungapped. The presence
gap along the nodal direction will clearly demonstrate t
effects of disorder or additional orders on the ostensi
d-wave-like low-energy states.

Here we report an extensive ARPES study of vario
lightly doped cuprates, where we find an apparen
finite excitation gap in the normal state over the entire B
louin zone. This result is observed for a variety of com
pounds and carrier concentrations, including hole-dop
Ca22xNaxCuO2Cl2 (x50.05,0.10) and La22xSrxCuO4 (x
50.01,0.02) and electron-doped Nd22xCexCuO4 (x
50.025,0.04). This study reports the lowest doping conc
trations ever studied by ARPES for each of the respec
compounds, including La22xSrxCuO4 with x<0.02, where
Néel order persists. The widespread absence of ungap
excitations in this regime suggests that this behavior may
generic to the cuprate superconductors instead of bein
material-specific phenomenon. We consider a number of
narios, including the presence of disorder and electronic
homogeneity, as well as a possible competing order.
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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ARPES measurements were performed at Beamline
of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory with bo
synchrotron radiation and a He discharge lamp in conju
tion with a Scienta SES-200 electron analyzer operating
parallel angle detection mode. The typical energy and an
lar resolutions used for these measurements were betwee
and 14 meV and 0.3°, respectively. Even with an ene
resolution of 14 meV, edge positions could be measured
curately and reproducibly to within 1 meV. The Fermi ener
(EF) was determined from a polycrystalline Au target in d
rect electrical contact with the sample. Single crystals
La22xSrxCuO4 and Nd22xCexCuO4 were grown using the
travelling-solvent floating zone method, while single cryst
of Ca22xNaxCuO2Cl2 were grown using a self-flux method9

Samples were first aligned by Laue diffractionex situ, and
cleaved and measured at a base temperature of 15 K
pressure of better than 5310211 torr.

As previously observed in La22xSrxCuO4 and
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ,5,10 the first hole addition states emerg
near (p/2,p/2), the top of the lower Hubbard band of th
undoped parent insulator11 ~for a comprehensive overview
see Ref. 3!. At relatively low concentrations, the locus o
low-lying spectral weight is confined to a discontinuous a
Outside this sector, a large pseudogapped region devoi
well-defined low-energy excitations persists around (p,0).
As an example, we show spectra from Ca1.9Na0.1CuO2Cl2 in
Fig. 1 whose electronic structure has been shown to be
sistent with the behavior described above.12,13 A dispersive

FIG. 1. ~a! Spectra from Ca1.9Na0.1CuO2Cl2 taken along~0,0! to
(p,p). ~b! Collapsed spectra from~a! with a finite leading edge gap
of 5 meV as deduced from comparison with Au~gray!. ~c! Momen-
tum dependence of this leading edge gap along the low-energy
as a function of anglea.
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excitation branch can be observed along the~0,0!-(p,p) line
in Fig. 1~a!. In Fig. 1~b!, all spectra have been collapse
together and there exists a clear shift of all leading ed
midpoints away from the chemical potential which we cal
leading edge gap~LEG!. As mentioned above, the locus o
low-lying excitations in this compound is confined to an a
clike segment spanning approximately620° measured radi-
ally from ~0,0!. The angular dependence of this gap,DLEG,
shown in Fig. 1~c!, exhibits weak anisotropy within this arc
However, it is difficult to ascertain whether this appare
anisotropy is intrinsic or due to the loss of spectral weig
and broader line shapes away from the nodal line, as il
trated by the larger error bars.

Spectra from nonsuperconducting (x50.05) and under-
doped (x50.10,Tc513 K; x50.12,Tc522 K) composi-
tions of Ca22xNaxCuO2Cl2 are shown at the bottom of Fig
2. While no well-defined peak is visible forx50.05, there
exists a distinct edge structure withDLEG57 meV. This ef-
fect decreases with hole doping and appears to close bx
50.12. To demonstrate that this effect is generic to all
prates, we also present results from very lightly doped, n
superconducting La22xSrxCuO4 and Nd22xCexCuO4 in Fig.
2, summarizing our findings regarding this LEG. F
La22xSrxCuO4, the topology of low-lying excitations is
qualitatively similar to Ca22xNaxCuO2Cl2, and the spectra
are likewise taken from thedx22y2 nodal line. At a doping
concentration ofx50.01, dispersive low-energy states a
observed with aDLEG59 meV. However, byx50.03, this

rc

FIG. 2. LEG spectra from hole-doped Ca22xNaxCuO2Cl2 and
La22xSrxCuO4 and electron-doped Nd22xCexCuO4. The bottom in-
set shows the wave vector of the spectra taken fr
Ca22xNaxCuO2Cl2 and La22xSrxCuO4; the top shows
Nd22xCexCuO4. All data were taken at 15 K.
3-2
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LEG has closed, to within our experimental resolution, a
remains as such for higher concentrations, as studied in
tail in Ref. 5 ~which focuses on the metallic behavior forx
>0.03). In the case of lightly electron-dope
Nd22xCexCuO4, the first electron addition states appear
small electron pockets near (p,0),4 in contrast to the hole-
doped cuprates. In this case, we have observed the gap a
these electron pockets withDLEG;16 meV for x50.025,
while for x50.04, DLEG;8 meV, and closes to nearly zer
by x50.08; at higher concentrations (x.0.10), the Fermi
surface crosses over to a hole pocket centered at (p,p).

The measurement of a LEG is the canonical scheme
which excitation gaps have been typically determined
photoemission spectroscopy. It is difficult to ascertain
precise value of any excitation gap from the measuremen
the gap withouta priori knowledge of the single-particle
spectral function,A(k,v), making line shape modeling po
tentially suspect. However, the LEG criterion has typica
been successful in identifying thed-wave gap in the super
conducting cuprates,14 charge-density-wave~CDW! gaps,15

and even small superconducting gaps in photoemission s
ies of conventional BCS materials such as V3Si, Nb, and
Pb.16,17 Furthermore, our observation of finite LEG’s in
wide variety of line shapes and compounds suggests that
effect is not a misidentification due to a peculiar line sha
profile. Nevertheless, we should note that it is not inconce
able that in particular special instances, an ungapped spe
function may possibly give rise to a finite LEG in the ARPE
line shape~e.g., Luttinger liquids!. All results were con-
firmed by multiple measurements on different sam
batches. We have also utilized the method of symmetriza
whereI sym(k,v)5I (k,v)1I (k,2v), which has been dem
onstrated to be an effective procedure for determining
presence of Fermi crossings.18 The results obtained from thi
method were qualitatively consistent with values obtained
taking the leading edge midpoints of the spectra.

Particular care was taken to avoid any electrostatic ch
ing, a possible consideration due to the low-temperature
sulating tendencies of these lightly doped samples.
change inDLEG was observed when the photon flux w
varied by a factor of 3 or greater. Also, the macrosco
sample surface quality for the lower doping concentratio
was found to be comparable to more heavily doped samp
as determined from inspection by optical microscope a
laser reflection. Finally, all three studied families are che
cally pristine when undoped and must be alloyed towa
higher doping levels. Therefore, the opening of this gap
wards lower concentrations cannot be associated with a
radation in crystal quality, as would be the case for
bismuth-based cuprates. We note that ARPES studies of
diated Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d have also shown a demonstrab
effect of induced disorder on the low-energy spectral l
shape.19

The compositional and doping dependence ofDLEG for all
samples studied is summarized in Fig. 3 and is shown to
reproducible over numerous measurements. In all co
pounds,DLEG is largest at the lowest concentrations a
closes with increasing doping. Despite the universal prese
of this phenomenon, there exist obvious differences in
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detailed behavior of each particular compound. In particu
the gap appears to close rapidly in La22xSrxCuO4. Another
intriguing point is that for Ca1.9Na0.1CuO2Cl2, which has a
Tc onset of 13 K, there still exists a small but finiteDLEG
;3 meV above 15 K, the base temperature of our exp
ments. Interfamily variations in the behavior ofDLEG may
not be unexpected, as many other physical properties ex
considerable material-specific differences, including sup
conductivity and antiferromagnetism, and may depend
factors such as the chemical composition and crystal st
ture.

We now speculate on possible origins of the observ
normal-state gap. One very important consideration is t
disorder is inherently manifest in the cuprates, as chem
substitution or intercalation is necessary for introducing c
riers. At sufficiently low concentrations, the poor screeni
of these impurities should cause a strong disorder poten
which may result in localization. The combination of diso
der with long-range Coulomb interactions can produce a
pression in the density of single-particle excitations at
chemical potential known as a Coulomb or ‘‘soft’’ gap,20

where the presence of repulsive electron-electron interact
necessitates a vanishing density of states atEF to ensure
against an instability towards an excitonic ground state. T
existence of disorder and localization may also be consis
with the reasonably broad peaks and edges, suggesting
lifetimes and/or breaking of translational symmetry, resulti
in poorly defined momentum eigenstates. Within this s
nario, the reduction ofDLEG with doping can be explained b
the enhancement of screening. It should be emphasized
the presence of a Coulomb gap even in the presence of
order is still a nontrivial result, since gapless insulating b
havior can also occur~i.e., weak localization!; a Coulomb
gap in the lightly doped cuprates would be a clear indicat
of the strong electron-electron interactions in these syste
It is also possible that a Coulomb gap may exist in the ligh
doped cuprates without the aid of chemical disorder.

FIG. 3. Compilation ofDLEG measurements taken from a
samples. Data from hole-doped samples were taken near (p/2,p/2)
while data from electron-doped samples were taken near (p,0), as
shown in the insets in Fig. 2. All measurements were performe
15 K.
3-3
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Recent STM studies have found considerable electro
inhomogeneity in the cuprate superconductors.21–23 In par-
ticular, results from Kohsaka on Ca1.92Na0.08CuO2Cl2 have
shown that this inhomogeneity persists to high ene
scales,22 implying that the distribution of carriers varie
strongly on nanometer length scales. A recent neutron s
tering study of lightly doped La22xSrxCuO4 ~Ref. 24! also
suggests the presence of electronic phase separation b
x50.02, close to whereDLEG vanishes. It is then possibl
that Coulomb blockade effects in mesoscopic systems s
as granular metals25 may be germane to this discussion. Ph
toemission results from ultrathin granular Pb films26 and seg-
mented one-dimensional systems27 have been interprete
within such a framework. We note that the observed val
of DLEG appear rather small for Coulomb blockade in t
nanometer-sized patches proposed for the cuprates, alth
additional effects such as the mutual screening of patc
and photohole relaxation28 may be mitigating factors
Whether this inhomogeneity is driven solely by the prese
of chemical disorder or is an inherent property of the prist
CuO2 plane is still unclear. Nevertheless, both chemical d
order and/or the presence of intrinsic electronic inhomoge
ity are plausible origins for a Coulomb gap which may a
count for our results. We also note that the presence ofDLEG
naturally reconciles the existence of an insulating grou
state, as determined from collective transport properties, w
the development of finite spectral weight nearEF as mea-
sured from single-particle spectroscopy. It is now clear t
although the spectral intensity of excitations nearEF grows
as a function of doping, these low-energy states are addit
ally gapped, resulting in a charge and thermal insulator.2,7

Another intriguing possibility is that this may represen
signature of an alternate phase of matter. It has been
posed that the exotic normal-state properties of the hea
underdoped cuprates may signify the presence of a com
ing order, such as a staggered flux phase29 or charge and spin
stripes.30 It has also been established from neutron scatte
that spin-density-wave ~SDW! order exists in
La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4 ~Ref. 30! and La22xSrxCuO41d ~Refs.
31 and 32!. The fact that we have consistently observed t
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†Present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, Un
sity of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA.

‡Present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, Un
sity of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 1Z1.

§Present address: Department of Physics and Synchrotron R
tion Research Center, Fudan University, Shanghai, China.
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